Digital Power ICs - Global Strategic Business Report

Description: The report provides separate comprehensive analytics for the US, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, and Rest of World. Annual estimates and forecasts are provided for the period 2014 through 2022. Market data and analytics are derived from primary and secondary research.

This report analyzes the worldwide markets for Digital Power ICs in US$ Thousand by the following Product Types: Digital Power Management (DPM), and Digital Power Control (DPC). The Global market is further analyzed by the following Applications: Computing, Networking and Storage, Telecom Equipment, and Others.

Company profiles are primarily based on public domain information including company URLs. The report profiles 41 companies including many key and niche players such as -

- Analog Devices, Inc.
- Bel Fuse Inc.
- Dialog Semiconductor
- Ericsson Power Modules AB
- Exar Corporation
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Table 52: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Digital Power Management ICs by Geographic Region
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Table 55: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Digital Power Management ICs by Application Type Electronics, Data Communications, Computer Networks & Telecommunications, and Other Application Types Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 56: Asia-Pacific Historic Review, for Digital Power Management ICs by Application Type Electronics, Data communications, Computer Networks & Telecommunications, and Other Application Types Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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5a. China
A. Market Analysis
Outlook
Despite Recent Economic Slowdown China Continues to Remain Most Prominent Regional Market for DPMICs

B. Market Analytics
Table 58: Chinese Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Digital Power Management ICs by Application Type
Electronics, Data communications, Computer Networks & Telecommunications, and Other Application Types Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 59: Chinese Historic Review, for Digital Power Management ICs by Application Type
Electronics, Data communications, Computer Networks & Telecommunications, and Other Application Types Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 60: Chinese 14-Year Perspective for Digital Power Management ICs by Application Type
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Electronics, Data communications, Computer Networks & Telecommunications, and Other Application Types Markets for Years 2009, 2016 and 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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Outlook
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Table 61: South Korean Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Digital Power Management ICs by Application Type
Electronics, Data communications, Computer Networks & Telecommunications, and Other Application Types Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 62: South Korean Historic Review, for Digital Power Management ICs by Application Type
Electronics, Data communications, Computer Networks & Telecommunications, and Other Application Types Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 63: South Korean 14-Year Perspective for Digital Power Management ICs by Application Type
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Electronics, Data communications, Computer Networks & Telecommunications, and Other Application Types Markets for Years 2009, 2016 and 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
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Outlook
Large Electronic Device Manufacturing Industries Makes Taiwan a Major Market for DPMICs
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B. Market Analytics
Table 64: Taiwanese Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Digital Power Management ICs by Application Type
Electronics, Data communications, Computer Networks & Telecommunications, and Other Application Types Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 65: Taiwanese Historic Review, for Digital Power Management ICs by Application Type
Electronics, Data communications, Computer Networks & Telecommunications, and Other Application Types Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 66: Taiwanese 14-Year Perspective for Digital Power Management ICs by Application Type
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Electronics, Data communications, Computer Networks & Telecommunications, and Other Application Types Markets for Years 2009, 2016 and 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5d. Rest Of Asia-Pacific
A. Market Analysis
Outlook
B. Market Analytics
Table 67: Rest of Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Digital Power Management ICs by
Application Type
Electronics, Data communications, Computer Networks & Telecommunications, and Other Application Types
Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2015 through 2022
(includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 68: Rest of Asia-Pacific Historic Review, for Digital Power Management ICs by Application Type
Electronics, Data communications, Computer Networks & Telecommunications, and Other Application Types
Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2014
(includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 69: Rest of Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Digital Power Management ICs by Application Type
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Electronics, Data communications, Computer Networks &
Telecommunications, and Other Application Types Markets for Years 2009, 2016 and 2022 (includes
corresponding Graph/Chart)

6. Rest Of World
A. Market Analysis
Outlook

B. Market Analytics
Table 70: Rest of World Recent Past, Current and Future Analysis for Digital Power Management ICs by
Application Type
Electronics, Data Communications, Computer Networks & Telecommunications, and Other Application Types
Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2015 through 2022
(includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 71: Rest of World Historic Review, for Digital Power Management ICs by Application Type
Electronics, Data communications, Computer Networks & Telecommunications, and Other Application Types
Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousands for Years 2009 through 2014
(includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 72: Rest of World 14-Year Perspective for Digital Power Management ICs by Application Type
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for Electronics, Data communications, Computer Networks &
Telecommunications, and Other Application Types Markets for Years 2009, 2016 and 2022 (includes
corresponding Graph/Chart)

IV. Competitive Landscape
Total Companies Profiled: (including Divisions/Subsidiaries)
- The United States
- Japan
- Europe
- Germany
- The United Kingdom
- Rest of Europe
- Asia-Pacific (Excluding Japan)
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